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Communicated by the Editors 
This is a systematic and unified treatment of a variety of seemingly different 
strong limit problems. The main emphasis is laid on the study of the a.s. 
behavior of the rectangular means [,,,, = l/(A,(m) n,(n)) xy=, zi!, X,, as either 
max{m, a} -+ co or min{m, n} + co. Here {X,,: i, k > 1) is an orthogonal or 
merely quasi-orthogonal random field, whereas {l,(m): m 3 1) and {J.,(n): n > 1) 
are nondecreasing sequences of positive numbers subject to certain growth condi- 
tions. The method applied provides the rate of convergence, as well. The sufticient 
conditions obtained are shown to be the best possible in general. Results on double 
subsequences and l-parameter limit theorems are also included. Cc? 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (Xik: i, k 2 1) be a random field (in abbreviation: r.f.), i.e., a double 
sequence of random variables (in abbreviation: r.v.‘s). We say that {Xik} is 
quasi-orthogonal if 
EX,:,=a;<co (i, ka 1) (1.1) 
and there exists a double sequence {p(m, n): m, n > 0 of nonnegative 
numbers such that 
lEXikXj,I Gdli--jl, lk-ll)~ik~j/ (i, j ,  k, 12 1) (1.2) 
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and 
f F p(m,n)<co. 
m=O n=O 
If 
EX, = 0 (i, k 2 1 ), 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
then (1.2) is equivalent to the condition 
ICorr{Jfik,Xj,}I <Ali-A, b-II). 
In the case when p(m, n) = 0 except m = n = 0; that is, 
EXik Xi, = 0 whenever i#j or kfl (i,j, k, I> l), (1.5) 
we say that {A’,} is orthogonal. 
2 MAIN RESULTS: TWO-PARAMETER LIMIT THEOREMS 
We will study the a.s. behavior of the rectangular means 
as m+n-* a, where {A,(m): m>l} and {I,(n): nal} are nondecreasing 
sequences of positive numbers such that for j = 1,2 we have 
lijmizf y> 1. 
Jm 
(2.2) 
Roughly speaking, the growth order of (Aj(m)) is not less than that of ma 
with some c( > 0. In particular, if A,(m) = m and A,(n) = n then [,, is the 
first arithmetic mean taken over a rectangle. 
In this paper, the logarithms are to the base 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let { Aj(m)} be nondecreasing sequences of positive numbers 
such that condition (2.2) is satisfied for j= 1, 2, and let {X,} be a quasi- 
orthogonal r-f: Zf 
icl kt, lT(i$:(k) 
[log(i+ I)]* [log(k+ l)]‘< co, (2.3) 
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then 
lim c,, = 0 a.~. (2.4) l?+n+CC 
This result in the particular case I,(m)=m and I,(n)=n was proved in 
[4] by a different method. 
If we assume that {L*(m)} grows exponentially, i.e., the condition 
liminf’Am+ ‘)> 1 
m-m l,(m) (2.5) 
is satisfied for j= 2, then Theorem 1 can be sharpened. 
THEOREM 2. Let (S(m)} b e nondecreasing sequences of positive numbers 
such that condition (2.2) is satisfied for j= 1, while condition (2.5) for j= 2, 
and let {Xik} be a quasi-orthogonal r.$ I f  
then conclusion (2.4) holds. 
We will prove Theorems 1 and 2 in a more general setting which gives 
information about the rate of convergence in (2.4) and (2.6). In the sequel, 
p and q denote nonnegative integers. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and E > 0, 
then 
PC sup lL,l >&I 
m>*p,nz29 
i 
1 
= O(l) Af(2P) 1324) i=, k= 1 
; ;.i 
lk 
+&);l kzg+,gjclog(k+l)12 
+hi=$+, iI +jj Clog(i+l)l* 
.+f f zk i=2p+l k=2s+l I:(i~~:(k) ClOdi+ 111’ Clog(k+ 111’ . (2.7) 
I 
A result analogous to Proposition 1 was essentially proved in [6, 
Theorem 31 for sequences of r.v.‘s. 
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PROPOSITION 2. lf the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and E > 0, 
then 
PC sup lr,,l ,&I 
m>zP.n>2q 
i 
1 
=@(*I 1;(2p)#24) i=l k=, 
f ;.i 
lk 
Applying the well-known Kronecker lemma (see, e.g., [ 10, p. 35 J), 
Propositions 1 and 2 imply Theorems 1 and 2, respectively. 
Remark 1. In the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 it turns out that the 
condition that {Xik) is a quasi-orthogonal r.f. is used only to the extent 
that this implies the following moment inequality: 
(see Lemma 2 in Section 5). 
The author is indebted to the referee for the next remark. 
Remark 2. If condition (2.5) is satisfied for j= 1,2; or even more 
generally, if 
A,(m) = F W) -= O(1) 
i= 1 ‘jtm) 
(j= 1,2), 
then the condition 
(2.10) 
is sufficient to conclude (2.4). In fact, condition (2.10) implies, via the 
Chebyshev inequality, the convergence of the series 
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for every E > 0. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, IX,1 < &A,(i) I,(k) for all but 
finitely many pairs (i, k), with probability 1. As n,(m) + co, 
lim sup I[,,/ <‘E lim sup n,(m) /i,(n). 
m+n--ta lll+n-CC 
Hence (2.4) follows from (2.9). Observe that the above reasoning does not 
use conditions (1.2) or (1.3). 
Now turn to the question of how exact Theorems 1 and 2 are. We will 
prove that if J,(i) = i”, A,(k) = kp, and {a,/Pks: i, k 2 l} is nonincreasing 
both in i and in k, then condition (2.3) is not only sufficient but also 
necessary for the fulfillment of (2.4) provided all orthogonal r.f.‘s are taken 
into consideration. 
THEOREM 3. Zf a double sequence { aik 3 0} is such that 
(2.11) 
with some a, p > 0, and if the condition 
[log(i+ I)]* [log(k+ f)]‘= 03 (2.12) 
is satisfied with r = 1, then there exists an orthogonal r.f (Xik} such that 
conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied, 
EX: < a: (i, k> 1) (2.13) 
and 
1 mSz 
lim sup - cc ./ 
rn+n-roCI m”nai=l k=l 
X,, = 00 a.s. (2.14) 
If, in addition, condition (2.12) is satisfied with every r 2 1, then, m, n -+ co 
can be substituted for m + n -+ az in the “lim sup” relation (2.14). 
This theorem in the case a = p = 1 can be considered as an extension of 
a result by Tandori [ 1 l] from sequence of r.v.‘s to r.f.‘s, but his proving 
method differs from ours. 
We will show that condition (2.6) is also the best possible in general. 
THEOREM 4. Ifn>O, (A,(n)> and (n(n)> are nondecreasing sequences of 
positive numbers such that 
lim sup u(n) - = 0, 
“-a log n 
(2.15) 
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then there exists an orthogonal r.jI {A’,) such that conditions (1.4) and (1.5) 
are satisfied, 
(2.16) 
and 
a.s. (2.17) 
In this case, we are unable to prove a result analogous to Theorem 3. 
However, we conjecture the following. 
Conjecture. If a double sequence { eik 2 0} is such that 
(i, k> 1) 
with some a > 0, and if condition (2.6) is not satisfied for n,(m) = mu and 
A,(n) = 2’?” with some fl> 0, then there exists an orthogonal r.f. {X,} such 
that conditions (1.4), (1.5), and (2.13) are satisfied, and 
lim sup 
f?l+?l-+OZ 
a.s. 
In the counterexample constructed in the proof of Theorem 3, the under- 
lying probability space is the unit square S = (0, 1) x (0, l), while in 
Theorem 4 the probability space is the unit interval I= (0, 1) with the 
corresponding Bore1 measurable subsets and Lebesgue measure, in both 
cases. 
3. EXTENSION TO DOUBLE SUBSEQUENCFB 
We will present a sample of results on the a.s. behavior of double sub- 
sequences of {cmn: m, n 2 1 } defined in (2.1). To this effect, let { ~1, : m 2 1 } 
and {v “: n 2 1 } be strictly increasing sequences of positive integers. Then 
the double subsequence in question is (cPrnrv.: m, n 2 1 }. We assume that 
are nondecreasing sequences of positive numbers 
lim inf ’ lkrn) > 1 
m-too hhn) 
and lim inf 122(v2n) > 1 
n-tm n,(vrI) 
(3.1) 
(cf. (2.2)). A generalization of Theorem 1 reads as follows. 
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THEOREM 5. Let (pm>, (vn>, (A,(m)>, and {AZ(n)> be as aboue, satisfv- 
ing condition (3.1) and let (Xik} be a quasi-orthogonal r.$ Zf 
mt, “!4zkvJ [log@ + 1)]2 [log@ + 1)]2 < co, 
then 
lim ip,, “, = 0 a.s., 
m+n-cc 
where 
(3.2) 
Yin = f 2 Ofk (m,n>l;p,=v,=O). 
i=pm-I+1 k=v.-I+1 
Theorem 2 can also be generalized to double subsequences in the case 
when 
lijm~f$(~+;)> 1 
2 V” 
(3.3) 
(cf. (2.5)). 
THEOREM 6. Let (pm}, {vn>, {Al(m)>, and (At(m)) be as above, satis- 
fying (3.1) and (3.3), respectively, and let {Xik} be a quasi-orthogonal r.jI Zf 
then conclusion (3.2) holds. 
We will not present the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 in detail. As a hint, 
we introduce the auxiliary r.v.‘s 
i=p,-IfI k=v,-I+1 
new sequences /iI = L,(p,,,) and /l,(n) = n,(v,), and observe that 
Thus, after checking the fulfillment of the conditions, we can apply 
Theorems 1 and 2 to deduce Theorems 5 and 6. 
683/30/2-l 
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4. FURTHER RESULTS: ONE-PARAMETER LIMIT THEOREMS 
Let Q = { Qn : n 3 I } be a sequence of increasing regions in the first quad- 
rant of the plane such that each Qn contains a finite number of lattice 
points (i.e., points with positive integral coordinates) and such that 
$j, Q, = {(i, k): i, k= 1, 2, . ..}. (4.1) 
We will consider the means 
i,(Q)=' 1 
'(IQA) (i,k)cQ, 
xi, (nB l), (4.2) 
where IQ,,1 denotes the number of lattice points contained in Qn and 
{A(m)} is a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers such that 
liminfNQ2nl)> 1 
n-m J(lQnl, (4.3) 
(cf. (2.2)). The l-parameter version of Theorem 1 can be proved in a 
straightforward manner. 
THEOREM 7. Let {Qn} b e a sequence of increasing finite regions in the 
first quadrant, {A(m)} a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers such 
that conditions (4.1) and (4.3) are satisfied, and {X,} a quasi-orthogonal r.$ 
!f 
“%&I [log(n + 1)12 < 00, (4.4) 
then 
where 
lim in(Q) =0 a.s., (4.5) 
n-cc 
9;= c 0: (n> 1; Qo=O). 
(i.k)EQn\Qn-I 
The following two special cases deserve attention: 
(i) Q,= {(i, k): i, k= 1, 2, . . . . n}, 
(ii) Q,={(i,k): i,kal and i*+k*<n*}. 
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In these case, the means (4.1) are called square means and spherical means, 
respectively. It is easy to see that in (i) we have 
(t k) E Q,\Q, - I iff max{i, k} =n, 
while in (ii), 
(6 k) Q,\Qn - 1 implies (n - 1 )/,/? c max { i, k ). Q n. 
Taking A(m) =m with some c( >O, condition (4.3) is satisfied in both 
cases (i) and (ii). 
COROLLARY 1. Let (Xik} be a quasi-orthogonal r$ If 
ic, ,z, [max:r’rkj]4a 
[log(max{i, k) + l)]‘< lx), (4.6) 
then both 
lim & i i X, = 0 a.s. 
n+oon i=l k=l 
(4.7) 
and 
If, instead of (4.3), we have the more restricted condition 
(cf. (2.5)), then Theorem 7 can be improved. 
l-parameter version of Theorem 2. 
(4.8) 
In this way we get the 
THEOREM 8. Let {Q,}, {A(m)}, and (xik} be the same as in Theorem 7. 
If condition (4.8) is satisfied and 
(4.9) 
then conclusion (4.5) holds. 
In order to prove Theorems 7 and 8, we introduce the auxiliary r.v.‘s 
Yj= 1 xik (j>l; Q0=01 
(i,k)EQ,\Q,-1 
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and observe that 
Now we point out that Theorems 7 and 8 are exact. To go into detail, 
if A(m) = ma with some a > 0, the sequence {Yn/jQnlol: n >, 1 } is nonincreas- 
ing, and 
IQznl = WQA 1, (4.10) 
then condition (4.4) is not only sufficient, but also necessary for the fullill- 
ment of (4.5) in the family of all orthogonal r.f.‘s. 
THEOREM 9. Let {Q,} b e a sequence of increasing finite regions in the 
first quadrant such that conditions (4.1) and (4.10) are satisfied. If a 
sequence { oik > 0} is such that 
with some a > 0 and 
nxP 
c O” y’ [log(n+ 1)12= co, (4.12) 
then there exists an orthogonal rLf: {X,} such that conditions (1.4), (l.S), 
and (2.13) are satisfied, and 
1 
“;-‘zp ,Qn,~ (i,k)EQ, xi,C = co -1 
I I 
a-s* (4.13) 
In the case of square means (see (i) above), condition (4.10) is clearly 
satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf { oik > 0} is such that 
f c 1 ~“(n+1)2”marii,*)=n+, Gk c (n>,l) max(i,k}=n 
with some a > 0 and condition (4.6) is not satisfied, then there exists an 
orthogonal r$ (Xik} such that conditions (1.4), (1.5), and (2.13) are 
satisfied, and 
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Problem. The construction of an analogous counterexample for spheri- 
cal means remains an open problem. 
Finally, Theorem 8 turns out to be exact, even without the fulfillment of 
the growth condition (4.8). 
THEOREM 10. Let (en) b e a sequence of inrreasingJin.ite regions in the 
first quadrant, and {A(m)} a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers. If 
(~~~20) is such that condition (4.9) is not satisfied, then there exists an 
orthogonal r.$ such that conditions (1.4), ( 1.5), and (2.13) are satisfied, and 
lim sup [c,(Q)1 = 00 
n+m 
a.s. 
Theorem 9, in the special case CI = 1, follows from [9, Theorem 33 if v, 
and c>= “)#-I + 1 g: are replaced by IQ,1 and Yz, respectively. The same 
proof works for CI > 0 with appropriate modifications. Theorem 10 can be 
proved in a straightforward way. 
5. PRWFS OF PROPOSITIONS 1 AND 2 
The first lemma illustrates the use of the growth conditions (2.2) and 
(2.5). 
LEMMA 1. Let {A(n)} be a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers. 
If condition (2.2) is satisfied, then 
If condition (2.5) is satisfied, then 
Since the proof is routine, we omit it. 
The second lemma is a known moment inequality (see, e.g., [S]), while 
the third lemma provides two maximal inequalities: (5.1) below is essen- 
tially the well-known Rademacher-Menshov inequality and (5.2) is a 
2-parameter extension of it (see, e.g., [3, Theorems 1 and 23). 
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LEMMA 2. Zf {X, } satisfies conditions ( 1 .l ) and (1.2), then 
i=a+l k=b+l 
LEMMA 3. If {x&} satisfies conditions (1.1) and (1.2), then 
and 
> 
lZ+lM b+n 
1) c 1 4 (5.1) 
i=u+l k=b+l 
E max max 
<4[log 2m]* [log 2n12 
fl+m btn 
x C C 0; (a,baO;m,nal). 
i=o+l k=b+l 
(5.2) 
After these preliminaries we turn to the proof of our main results. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let p and q be nonnegative integers. We start 
with the inequality 
PC sup KM?1 >&I 
m  > 2p.n > 2q 
Gf fP[ max max LA > ~1. 
r=p s=q 2’<m62’+’ ZS<nb2’+’ 
Let 2’<m<2”” and 2”<n<2”“. Then 
xik . 
i=l k=2$+1 i=Z’+l k=2’+1 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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Accordingly, taking into account that J,(m) and n,(n) are nondecreasing 
with m and n, respectively, we can write 
max max 
z’<m<Z’+’ 2Scn<2~” 
IL1 d Ii2r,2s1 + i AZ’, 
j= 1 
where 
,4(z) = 
rs 11,(2’) &(W 2”<nC2’+’ i=l k=2”+, 
,4’3’= 1 
IS 
Hence 
P[ max max 
2’<m<2’+’ 23<n<ZS+’ 
LA > ~1 
(5.5) 
Thus, the proof is accomplished in four parts. 
Part 1. By the Chebyshev inequality, Lemma 2, and (1.3) we obtain 
that 
co 02 
Cc i r=p s=q 
p /52’.24 >; 1 
The right-hand side of the last inequality, apart from O( 1 ), can be rewritten 
as 
,gp s;q A^:(2’:132”) ii, kg, + 5 i=ZP+l k=I 
+; ;+z 
4 
fJfk = c B”’ 
P9 ’ 
say. 
i=l k=2s+l i=2p+l k=29+1 i= 1 
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Interchanging the inner and outer summations 
Lemma 1, we get that 
and making use of 
and, in a similar way, 
To sum up, 
r=p s=q 
Part 2. By (5.1), 
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whence, using again the Chebyshev inequality, 
co cc 
cc [ 
p A”‘>! 
rs 4 r=p s=q 1 
=0(l) f f 1 5 4 i=2p+1 sJm*=l n:(i) [log(i+ l)]? 
Now, if we proceed as in Part 1 and use the decomposition 
cf=, = CF= 1 + cf= 24+, , we can conclude that 
(5.7) 
Part 3. An analogous argument yields 
Part 4. By (5.2), 
Hence, 
(5.8) 
Combining (5.3)-(5.9) results in (2.7), to be proved. 
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Proof of Proposition 2. We start with the inequality 
PC SUP li,"l >&I 
m>2P,n>24 
c 1 c p’2’<n$x+, LA >&I 
‘=p n=2q+ 1 
<f 
00 
c [ r=p n=2q+1 
p 112r,,1>; 1 
Then we apply the Chebyshev inequality and Lemmas 2 and 3. Finally, we 
consider a decomposition similar to (5.4), interchange the inner and outer 
summations, and conclude (2.8) to be proved. 
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3 AND 4 
We begin with some notations. A function e(x) defined on the unit inter- 
val Z = (0, 1) is said to be a step function if Z can be partitioned into finitely 
many disjoint (open or closed or half-closed, it is indifferent) subintervals 
such that e(x) is constant on each of these intervals. A subset E of Z is said 
to be simple if E is the union of finitely many disjoint intervals. By mes, E 
we denote the linear Lebesgue measure of E. 
Step functions f(x, y), g(x, y), . . . and simple sets F, G, . . . on the unit 
square S = (0, 1) x (0, 1) are defined similarly, while using rectangles with 
sides parallel to the coordinate axes instead of intervals. By mes,F we 
denote the planar Lebesgue measure of F. 
The following lemma is due to Menshov (see [2] and also [ 1, 
pp. 89-921). 
LEMMA 4. Let N 3 2 be an integer. Then there exists an orthonormal 
system {ek(x) = eiNN’(x): 1 <k < N} of step functions on the unit interval Z 
and a simple subset E = EN of Z such that 
I 
1 
ek(x) dx = 0 (l<k<N), mes,E>C,, 
0 
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and for every x E E there exists an integer n = n(x), 1 < n < N, such that 
ek(x) 3 0 (1 <k<n) and k$, ek(x) 2 C2 fi log N. 
Here and in the sequel, by an orthonormal system (ONS) (ek(x)} we 
mean an orthogonal system whose members have a normalized square 
integral 
J 
1 
e:(x) dx = 1, 
0 
and by C, , C2, . . . we denote positive absolute constants. 
Relying on this fundamental lemma, Tandori [ 1 l] proved the following 
“divergence” result in the case c1= 1 for sequences of r.v.3. Here the 
underlying probability space is the unit interval Z with the Bore1 
measurable subsets and Lebesgue measure. 
LEMMA 5. Zf a sequence { o‘k 2 0 > is such that 
oka- Ok+1 
k” (k+l)” 
(k> 1) 
for some u > 0 and 
kz, $ Clog(k + 1 )I2 = 00, 
then there exists an orthogonal sequence (Xk: k 2 1 } of r.v.‘s such that 
Ex, = 0, EX: < 0: (k>, 1) 
lim sup -$ i X, = cc a.s. 
n-co I I k=l 
Now we give the 2-parameter version of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 6. Let M, N 2 2 be integers. Then there exist an ONS 
{.&(x7 y) = fi(AMN)(x, y): 1 < i < h4, 1 <k < N} of step functions on the unit 
square S = (0, 1) x (0, 1) and a simple subset F= FMN of S such that 
JJ d d fik(-% Y) dx dY = 0, 
mes2 F 2 Cf, 
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and for every (x, y)~ F there exist integers m = m(x) and n =n(y), 
1 <m<M, 1 <n<N, such that 
fikk VI20 (1 <idm, 1 <k<n) 
and 
igl ,cl f&(X, Y) a Cz” m log M log N 
Proof We apply Lemma 4 separately with M and N, then set 
fi(kMN)(x 3 y) = elMI eiN)( y) (l<i<M, l<k<N) 
and 
F ,wiv= {(x, ~1~s: XE&,,, YE&,}. 
The statements of Lemma 6 follow immediately from those of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 7. Let M, N 2 2 be integers and let { aik: 1 < i < M, 1~ k < N} 
be a double sequence of positive numbers nonincreasing both in i and in k. 
Then there exist an ONS { g,(x, y): 1~ i < M, 1 < k < N} of step functions 
on S and a simple subset G of S such that 
SI ,: ; gikb, Y) dx 4 = 0, 
mesz G 2 C: min{ 1, MNaan}, 
and for every (x, y) E G there exist integers m = m(x) and n = n(y), 
l<m<M, l<n<N, such that 
and 
gi/dx9 Y) 2 O (1 <i<m, 1 <k<n) 
itl kkl aik giklx, Y) 2 Ci 1% M log i~ 
Before the proof we introduce two notations. Given a function f(x, y) 
defined on S and two subsets F and R = (a, b) x (c, d) of S, we set 
0 otherwise. 
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Furthermore, by F(R) we denote the set into which F is carried over by the 
linear transformation X = (b - a) x + a and 7 = (d- c) y + c. 
Clearly, 
= mesz R 
and 
meq F(R) = mes2 F mesz R. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Let R t S be a rectangle with sides parallel to the 
coordinate axes and with 
mesz R = min{ 1, MN&,,}. 
Apply Lemma 6 and set 
g&Xx7 Y) = 
fik(R xv Y) 
Jig2 
(1 <i<M, 1 <k<N) 
and G = F(R). It is easy to verify the fulfillment of the statements in 
Lemma 7. 
The last two lemmas are concerned with the so-called orthogonalization 
process. Both are essentially known (see, e.g., [7; 8, pp. 137-1393). 
LEMMA 8. Let {mp: p 2 1 } be a strictly increasing sequence of positive 
integers, let (eR(x): k 2 l} be a sequence of step functions such that for each 
p 2 0 the finite system {ek(x): mp < k < mp + , } (m. = 0) is an ONS on 
Z= (0, l), and let {E,: p 2 0} be a sequence of simple subsets of I. Then 
there exist an ONS (hk(x): k 2 1 } of step functions on Z and a sequence 
{HP: p 2 0} of stochastically independent simple subsets of Z such that 
mes, HP = mesi E, (P20) 
and for each p 2 0 there is a mapping x + K of the set HP onto E, such that 
MX) = ed.3 (m,-=kGm,+l). 
Zf, in addition, 
s 
1 
ek(x) dx = 0 (k> 11, 
0 
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then we also have 
J - hk(x) dx = 0 (k> 1). 0 
LEMMA 9. Let Imp: p 2 1 } and (n,: q 2 l} be strictly increasing sequen- 
ces of positive integers, let { gik(x, y): i, k > 1 > be a double sequence of step 
functions such that for each pair p, q 3 0 the finite system (gik(x, y): 
m,<i<m,+,, n,<k<n,+,} (m,=n,=O) is an ONS on X=(0,1)x 
(0, 1 ), and let {G,, : p, q 2 0 > be a sequence of simple subsets of S. Then 
there exist an ONS { h,(x, y): i, k 2 1 } of step functions on S and a 
sequence { Hp4: p, q > 0} of stochastically independent simple subsets of S 
such that 
mesz HP4 = mesz G,, (PY 420) 
and for each pair p, q > 0 there is a mapping (x, y) --f (2, j) of the set HP4 
onto G,, such that 
hi/c(X, Y) = gi/c(zT .?I (m,<i~m,+,,n,<k~n,+,). 
The same supplement is valid concerning the zero means as in Lemma 8. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If one of the first two “rows” of the double series 
in (2.12) diverges, that is, 
f $[log(i+l)j2=, 
i=l 
with j = 1 or 2, then we can apply Lemma 5 and setting X, = Xi for i 2 1 
and X, = 0 for i, k > 1; k # j, we are done. The same sort of reasoning 
works if one of the first two “columns” in (2.12) diverges. 
So, without loss of generality, we may assume that (2.12) is satisfied with 
r = 3. By (2.11), hence we conclude that 
p=l q=l 
Following a common argument, we can even conclude the existence of a 
nonincreasing sequence (e,, : p, q > 1 } of positive numbers such that 
lim cpq =0 
p+4-m 
(6.1) 
and 
2 f 2p(l-20r) 2q(1--28’p2q2a:p+,,2~+,E~q = CO. 
p=1 q=l 
(6.2) 
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We apply Lemma 7 for each of the finite sequences 
*ik 
aik = - iakspqcp,: 2P<i<2p+1,2q<k<2q+’ (PI 42 1) 
and denote by 
{g$‘q’(x, y): 2P~i<2P+‘,2q<k<24+~} 
the resulting ONS of step functions on the unit square S and by G,, the 
associated simple sets. Then 
mesz G,, > C: min{ 1, 2p~1-*u~2~~1-z~~p2q2~~p+,,2~+,~~q} (6.3) 
and for every (x, y) E G,, there exist m and n such that 2p < m < 2p+ I, 
2q<n<24+1, and 
(6.4) 
Then we apply Lemma 9 with {m, = 2p: p> l}, {n,= 2q: q> 11, 
(gp,p4’(x,y):2pci<2p+1 2qck<2q+1;p,q>l},and {G,,:p,q~l}.As 
a result we get an ONS i&(x, JJ): i, k > 3) of step functions on S and a 
sequence { HP4 : p, q > 1 > of stochastically independent subsets of S. By 
(6.3), we have 
mesz HP, 2 C: min{ 1, 2p(1-22a)2q(‘-228)p2q2a~p+,,24+,&~~) (6.5) 
and by (6.4), for every (x, y) E HP4 with suitable m and n, 2p < m < 2p+ ‘, 
2q<n<2q+‘, 
& j+ , ,_5+, (‘&dXy v) 2 2 (Pvqal). (6.6) 
Finally, setting 
xik = oikhik(x, y) for i, k> 3, 
while 
x,=0 for min(i, k) c 3, 
conditions (1.4), (1.5), and (2.13) are obviously satisfied. By (6.2) and (6.5), 
the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that 
mes,(lim sup Hpq) = 1. 
p+4-m 
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Due to (6.6), for every (x, y) E I?,, 
(6.7) 
Since 2P c m < 2p+ ‘, 2q < n < 2q+ ‘, hence (2.14) follows immediately. 
Turning to the proof of the second part, if we have (2.12) with every 
I > 1, then there exists a strictly increasing sequence {p, : s > 1 > of positive 
integers such that 
2Pt+1 
f’?‘c fk 
s=l i=2Pa+l k=ZPr+l 
& Clog (i+ 1)12 CWk+ U12= co, 
whence, with an appropriate sequence { epq} satisfying (6.1), we have 
03 PstI-1 Pr+1-l 
.;, ,gp 1 2p(1-2a’2q(1--~‘p2q~a:p+,~2’1+l&~q= co. 
s 9 = Ps 
This implies that 
mes, ( lim sup HP,) = 1. 
Ps~~~~Pr+l 
Using (6.7), we conclude (2.14) with m, n + 00 instead of m + n + CO. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By (2.15), there exists a strictly increasing sequence 
{ p,: s > 1 } of positive integers such that 
a) 1 -<- 
logn O2 
for n > 2p*. (6.8) 
This time we apply Lemma 4 with N = 2~‘s for each s > 1 and define 
and 
Then we have 
J, = &Pr. 
mes, J,> Cl (321) (6.9) 
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Hence we can conclude that 
< f 2p5 
pa- eJ”p(s) Ic2(2Pz+‘) 
s*K2(pJ + 1 ) 
(6.10) 
s=l 
On the other hand, for any XEJ, with a suitable m =m(x), 
2ps c m < 2Ps+ ‘, we have 
F&j J+, lkiAX) 
1 
a- 
p- ‘/2)Psn2(s) 
2”PJl,(S) sfc(2p~+ ‘) 
c* 2pJ* log 2p*+ ’ 
= c log 2p*+ l 
* m(2p*+‘) 
> c,s. 
Finally, we apply Lemma 8 and as a result we obtain an ONS (h,(x): 
2ps < i < 2ps+ ‘, s > 1 } and a sequence {H,: s > 1 } of stochastically inde- 
pendent sets such that relations (6.9)-(6.11) are satisfied with H, and h,(x) 
substituted for J, and $Jx), respectively. If we set 
xi3 = his(x) for 2p~<i<2ps+1,s>1; 
x,=0 otherwise (i, k 2 1); 
then (2.16) follows from (6.10), while (2.17) from (6.9) and (6.11). 
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